Driving innovation and reliability within your IT infrastructure doesn’t always mean relying on new technology. Companies utilizing HPE Certified Pre-owned IT equipment benefit from reduced IT costs, reduced e-waste, maximize ROI and performance.

**BENEFITS OF PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT**

- Reliable, certified pre-owned IT equipment can help customers extend the life of legacy systems.
- All hardware is OEM-original, can include upgraded or downgraded firmware per customer’s requirements.
- Extending the life of legacy applications and systems.
- Supporting Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery plans.
- Custom-configured servers with a 3-year onsite warranty.
- HPE certified pre-owned equipment with authorized operating system licensing eligible for HPE support.
- Create a secondary application test/development environment.
- Temporary IT initiatives and operations.

**WHAT IS THE CERTIFICATION PROCESS FOR THE CPO PROGRAM?**

1. **Tested and authenticated**
   - Product is authenticated to ensure it’s HPE equipment, and then tested on a component level.

2. **Updated to latest revisions**
   - HPE performs firmware updates and security patches, allowing for faster deployment time.

3. **Warrantied and supported**
   - All products come with a (minimum) 30-day warranty. HPE Pointnext Services packs and “Day 1” contractual support applicable for products still supported by HPE.

4. **New software licenses included**
   - Product ships with new software licensing, ensuring the burden of license-ownership transfer is not put on the customer.

5. **Built-to-order**
   - Systems can be configured to match our customer’s existing environment and can span the history of HPE products.

**TRUSTED PRODUCTS FOR ANY SCENARIO**

---

Learn more about how our IT Asset Lifecycle Solutions can help your business at hpe.com/asset-lifecycle

---
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